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Abstract 
Biomarkers are powerful tools that allow scientists to assess exposure of biota to 
environmental chemicals. In studying the hazardous waste site sunounding the former 
3M/Dynacolor plant in Brockport, NY, a biomarker capable of assessing combined 
exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs) was needed. These compounds, along with polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins 
(PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs), mediate toxicity through the aryl-
hydrocarbon receptor, resulting in carcinogenicity and endocrine disruption with obvious 
human health and environmental risks. The goal of my study was to develop a biomarker 
of exposure that would allow for the evaluation of the combined exposure to PCBs, 
PAHs, PCDFs and PCDDs of the creek chub (Semoti!us atromacularus), a common fish 
in Brockport Creek adjacent to the hazardous waste site. The first step in the preparation 
of such a biomarker is the sequencing of a portion of the CYP 1 A gene, a gene induced by 
the aryl-hydrocarbon receptor. The objectives of my study were to ( l) isolate DNA from 
creek chub tissue, (2) amplify a segment of the CYPlA gene from genomic DNA using 
degenerate primers, (3) clone the fragment using theTA cloning technique, and ( 4) 
sequence the fragment and to compare it phylogenetically with known CYPlA 
sequences. The sequence of the isolated fragment was homologous with CYP 1 A genes 
of teleost fishes, showing high percent identity with portions of the CYP l A gene oft wo 
members of the same taxonomic family (Cyprinidae), the common carp ( Cyprinus 
carpio) and the zebrafish (Danio rerio). The isolation of this sequence offers the 
possibility of developing a biomarker of exposure that measures the amount of CYP I A 
mRNA induced in various tissues of S. atromaculatus. 
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Introduction 
History of the Brockporr 3A1/Dynaco/or ha::.ardous wasTe site 
A fom1er 3.M/Dynacolor facility in Brockport, NY was listed in 1995, by the New 
York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC), as a class 2 site in the 
Registry of Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Sites in New York. This classification is 
used to describe sites where hazardous wastes present "a signifiGU1t threat to the public 
health or the environment and action is required". Sampled creek chubs (Semoti/us 
atromaculatus) had significantly higher PCB concentrations immediately downstream 
from the site than in other sections of Brockport Creek. Run-off from the site into 
Brockport Creek also resulted in contamination of both water and sediment with cyanide, 
heavy metals, polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs). The US EPA delegated clean up of the site to the DEC. In 2003, -7,410 tons of 
soil and sediment was removed from tributary 3 (Figure 1) which flows from the former 
3M/Dynacolor site into Brockport Creek (NYDEC 2005). 
Experimental goal and objectives 
A biomarker is any biological response to an environmental chemical at the 
individual level or below demonstrating a departure from the "normal status" (Walker et 
al. 2001). The initial goal of my study was to fully develop a biomarker for monitoring 
the combined exposure of S. atromaculatus, an abundant resident of small streams in the 
U.S. east of the Rocky Mountains, to dioxins, co-planar PCBs and PAHs. These 
compounds are an environmental threat to humans and other organisms. They have been 
shown to cause endocrine disruption in both fish (Sakamoto et al. 2003, Kahn et al. 2001) 
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and humans (Pang et al. 1999, Bonefeld-Jorgenson et al. 2001, Masaad et al. 2002, Meek 
and Finch 1999) and are suspected multi-site carcinogens (Safe 2001 ). \Vhen tl1e great 
magnitude of my initial goal became apparent in ilie laboratory, tl1e refined goal was to 
obtain a partial sequence of the S. atromacularus CYP 1 A gene as the first step in the 
development of a biomarker of exposure to AhR ligands. 
The first objective of my study was to isolate DNA from S. arromacularus tissue. 
Following DNA isolation, tl1e second objective was to amplify a segment of the CYP 1 A 
gene from genomic DNA using degenerate primers designed from two closely related 
species. Once a fragment ilie same size as tl1e desired portion of the CYPlA gene was 
amplified, the third objective \vas to clone the fragment using theTA cloning technique 
(Figure 2). The fom1h objective was to sequence the fragment and to compare it 
phylogenetically wiili known CYPlA sequences in related species, thereby identifying 
the partial sequence as a portion of the S. atromaculatus CYP1A gene. The hypothesis 
tested was that the cloned fragment had significant homology with closely related, teleost 
CYPlA genes. If successful, the sequence obtained will allow for the subsequent 
development of Real Time-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) probes or primers for 
in situ measurement of CYPlA mRNA transcripts inS. atromaculatus. Without a 
specific sequence, one cannot design ilie RT -PCR probes needed for such a measurement. 
Dioxins, co-planar PCBs and PAHs initiate toxicity by binding to the aryl-
hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), a cytosolic transcriptional co-factor that initiates the 
transcription of the cytochrome P450 gene among others (Hestermann et al. 2002). The 
ligand, bound to the AhR, along with a complement of other transcription co-factors may 
also bind to estrogen responsive element (ERE) upstream from genes induced by estrogen 
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(Mimura and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003). A molecular biomarker, able to gauge total 
exposure of the biota to all AhR ligands, would be of great value for monitoring clean-up 
efforts in waters, such as Brockport Creek, that have been contaminated with these 
compounds. 
A biomarker for this group of compounds could serve as a metric of remediation. 
For example, one could compare the mean induction of the CYP 1 A gene in creek chubs 
collected from a segment of a stream before and after the removal of contaminated 
sediment. In addition, such a biomarker could be used to screen streams for 
contamination and to establish priorities for remediation or management. As molecular 
techniques become standard practice in environmental laboratories, labs could quantitate 
mRNA transcripts using real-time PCR in a very short period of time. Once probes and 
primers are designed and optimized for real-time PCR, this technique could be adopted in 
labs across the country as an analytical method that can be performed in a matter of days. 
This would enable laboratories to measure CYP 1 A induction levels in creek chubs and 
compare these values to a standard pristine stream where fish are known to have little 
exposure to AhR ligands. In this way universities and government agencies could gather 
a rough estimate of how available AhR ligands are to the biota and delimit areas where 
further investigation might be needed-at a fraction of the cost of determining tissue 
concentrations using standard methods of gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. 
Screening of streams could act to identify point-sources of planar halogenated 
hydrocarbon contamination as well as streams where non-point sources pose an 
ecological threat. PAHs are pervasive in many urban and suburban communities where 
incomplete combustion produces these toxic compounds. Information, gathered at low 
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cost, pertaining to how biological organisms are affected by industrialization in these 
areas, may lead to further protection of watershed through implementation of wetlands 
preservation and the establishment of riparian buffers along streams. In situ CYP 1 A 
mRNA transcript quantiration as a biomarker of exposure to AhR agonisrs has already 
been carried out by Miller et a!. ( 1999) for Trematomus bemacchi in Anarctica, Rees et 
a!. (2003) for Atlantic salmon (Sa!mo sa!ar) in Massachusetts, and George eta!. (2004) 
for European flounder (P!aricthyesflesus) in estuarine communities in the UK. S. 
atromaculatus is a logical sentinel species for such studies in small streams in North 
America east of the Rocky Mountains. The first step in the development of a biomarker, 
and the purpose of my thesis project, was to isolate the CYP 1 A gene inS arromacu/atus. 
a gene induced by AhR ligands. 
Natural History ofSemotilus atromaculatus: An ideal sentinel species 
The creek chub is a member of the family Cyprinidae (Figure 3) and is tl1e most 
prolific stream minnow in eastern North America. It is olive colored dorsally, silver on 
its sides, and silver-white below. Males may exhibit a rosy cast on the sides during 
breeding season. A black spot at the anterior base of the dorsal fin is diagnostic. Creek 
chubs populate streams from Montana southeasterly to New Mexico and Texas and from 
Nova Scotia to the Gulf States (Scott and Crossman 1973, Lee eta!. 1980). They prefer 
clear, cool streams with gravel substrates laden with riffles and pools that range from 5-7 
m wide and less than 1 min depth. Creek chubs, because of their abundance and wide 
distribution across North America, are an ideal species to compare exposure of fish to 
environmental chemicals in streams. Their diet changes throughout life; they consume 
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plankton as larvae and larger organisms as juveniles and adults. Adults consume aquatic 
and terrestrial insects such as beetles, mayflies, caddisflies and chironomids, as well as 
other organisms including brook stickleback ( Gasterosteus aculemus), mollusks and 
crayfish (Burke 2000). The diet consists of biota closely associated with the sediment: 
therefore, the creek chub has the potential to become an ideal sentinel species for the 
biomonitoring of AhR ligands found in sediments. 
Background 
Mechanism of induction by the ligand-hound AhR 
The AhR is found in cytosol in a complex with Hsp90, co-chaperone p23. and the 
hepatitis B virus X-associated protein (XAP2) (Mimura and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003). The 
Al1R is found in the cytosol opposed to bound to the membrane, presumably because of 
the lipophilic nature of its ligands (xenobiotics such as PAHs, PCBs, and PCDDs have 
little trouble passing through the phosholipid bi-layer). When the Hsp90/ AhR complex is 
in the cytosol, Hsp90 interacts with the nuclear localization signal (NLS) of the AhR to 
prevent translocation of the complex to the nucleus. XAP2 enhances and stabilizes the 
AhR (Meyer and Perdew 1999), possibly protecting the AhR from proteolysis 
(Kazlauskas et al.1999) (Figure 4 ). Both of the p23 and XAP2 molecules are thought to 
maintain the conformation of Hsp90 (Mimura and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003). Following 
ligand (e.g., a xenobiotic compound) binding, the Hsp90/AhR complex is thought to 
change conformation, allowing the NLS to be uncovered and the AhR/Hsp90/ligand 
complex to enter into the nucleus. Once in the nucleus, the Al1R forms a heterodimer 
with Amt which replaces Hsp90. The Al1R/Arnt heterodimer then binds to a promoter 
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region of several xenobiotic metabolizing enzyme genes, including CYPlA, inducing 
transcription. This binding site is referred to as the xenobiotic responsive element (XRE) 
(Mimura and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003). 
The mechanism above describes the function of AhR during CYPlA induction in 
rats. Hahn et al. (1998) isolated two forms of AhR in the Atlantic killifish (Fundulus 
heteroclitus). Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mvkiss) AhR has also been isolated 
. . 
(Hansson et al. 2004). An AhR- repressor (AhRR) protein tl1at allows for the regulation 
of transcription using a negative feedback loop is found in both rats and fish, suggesting 
that the presence and function of the AhR is conserved across vertebrate species (Mimura 
et al. 1999, Hahn 2002). 
Biotram,formation 
Co-planar PCBs, polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs), polychlorinated 
dibenzofurans (PCDFs), and various polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are known 
ligands of AhR (Hestermann et al. 2002, Billiard et al. 2002). When these xenobiotics 
enter cells, they bind with the AhR and, along with its associated chaperone proteins, 
induce genes involved in biotransformation (e.g., CYPlA), the process by which 
organisms detoxify and excrete xenobiotic chemicals. The CYPIA gene is ultimately 
responsible for the synthesis of the Cytochrome P4501A protein involved in the 
biotransformation of AhR ligands. Biotransformation occurs in two phases. Phase I adds 
reactive functional groups such as OH, NH2, COOH, or SH through oxidation, reduction, 
or hydrolysis (Landis and Yu 1999). Phase II conjugates the products of phase I 
biotransformation with endogenous substances such as glycine, cysteine, glutathione, 
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glucoronic acid, or sulfates (Landis and Yu 1999). In this manner the xenobiotic 
compound is oxidized (usually by introducing a hydroxyl group) and then conjugated 
with a polar molecule in order to make the formerly lipophilic molecule water soluble, 
facilitating excretion. (Landis and Yu 1999). 
CYPIA produces a phase I biotransformation protein that introduces a hydroxyl 
group into lipophilic aromatic hydrocarbons. This hydroxylation produces a reactive 
metabolite that can be readily conjugated with endogenous substances by phase li 
biotransformation enzymes. However, hydroxylation may bioactivate PAHs, resulting m 
a compound more toxic than the parent compound (Parkinson 1995). 
Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins ( PCDD) and polychlorinated dibenz(diu-ans ( PCDF) 
PCDDs and PCDFs are related classes of aromatic heterocyclic hydrocarbons 
(Figure 5). These compounds are found as contaminants in several industrial chemicals, 
including PCBs and the infamous herbicide, Agent Orange. There are 75 PCDD and 135 
PCDF isomers or congeners. The most toxic of the congeners, 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) and 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzofuran (TCDF), are 
thought to mediate their toxicity primarily through high-fidelity binding to AhR (Mimura 
and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003). 
Sensitivity of teleosts to PCDD and PCDF congeners, as well as non-ortho 
substituted PCBs, correlates with these compounds' respective affinities for AhR 
(Hestermann et al. 2002). TCDD induces phase I and phase II drug metabolizing 
enzymes and may modulate expression of many other genes and their products (reviewed 
in Safe 2001 ). Responses to dioxin include porphyria, immunotoxicity, developmental 
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and reproductive toxicity, dismption of endocrine pathways, chloracne, a general wasting 
syndrome, tumor promotion, and carcinogenesis (reviewed in Safe 2001 ). Dioxin has 
been classified as a group I human carcinogen by the Intemational Agency for Research 
on Cancer (IARC 1997). 
TCDD has been shown to have an anti-estrogenic effect. reducing production of 
the yolk precursor protein vitellogenin in the common carp (Cyprinus carpio), a gene 
induced by 17~-estradiol (Smeets et a!. 1999). Dioxin also has been shown to down-
regulate estrogen receptor~. another gene induced by 17~-estradiol (Kietz 2004 ). TCDD 
and co-planar PCBs have both been shown to inhibit 17~-estradiol-linked cancers in vitro 
(Oenga 2004 ). In this marmer, dioxins may be implicated in the suppression of estrogen-
linked tumors and the promotion of others. 
Polychlorinated biphenyls 
Polychlorinated biphenyls are halogenated hydrocarbons consisting of two 
covalently bonded phenyl rings with varying numbers of chlorine atoms substituted at 
ortho-, meta-, and para-positions on the phenyl rings (Figure 5). Mixtures of PCB 
congeners, such as the Arochlors, were used in industry as heat exchange and hydraulic 
fluids, dielectric fluids in transformers and capacitors, plasticizers, and lubricants. 
Monsanto sold Arochlor preparations in the United States until voluntary discontinuation 
in 1970. Under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) of 1976, the manufacture, 
processing and distribution in commerce of PCBs were outlawed (Hoffman eta!. 1995). 
PCBs may manifest toxicity through the induction of the P-450 system. For example, 
non-ortho substituted or co-planar PCB congeners can bind to the aryl-hydrocarbon 
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receptor (AhR) (Safe 1990). Like TCDD. PCBs are extremely persistent in the 
environment and, due to their lipophilic nature. bioaccumulate in organisms. 
Because of the P450 1 A protein's role in biotransformation and steroid 
metabolism, exposure to xenobiotics may affect reproduction in fish prior to spawning. at 
spawning and egg deposition, or during egg and larval development (Hoffman et al. 
1995). For example, Spies et al. (1988) observed that alteration of oocyte maturation in 
starry flounder (Platicth_vs stellatus) correlated with exposure to PCBs. Atlantic croaker 
(Micropogonias undulates), following exposure to PCBs. sho\ved damage to the 
gonadotropin-releasing hormone-leutinizing hormone (GnRH-LH) system. suggesting 
the impairment of natural maturation (Kahn et al. 200 l ). Common sub-lethal effects may 
be mediated through induction of cytochrome P4501A by the transcription co-factor AhR 
(Hoffman et al. 1995). 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a class of compounds that are 
found both as natural products and contaminants in the environment. Municipal waste, 
industrial effluents, petroleum spills, creosote oil, automobile exhaust, and coal tar 
production are major anthropogenic sources of PAHs. PAHs are known to bind to human 
AhRs, as well as teleost AhRs. In fact, the affinity by which a P AH binds to the AhR 
shows a corresponding increase in CYPlA induction in teleosts (Billiard et al. 2002). 
P AHs are often metabolized by cytochrome P450 enzymes into electrophiles that 
damage DNA, eliciting genotoxicity and carcinogenicity (Guengrich et al. 1998). 
Dibenzo[a,l]pyrene, the strongest tumor promoting PAH in mice and rats, has been 
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shown to form DNA adducts in mouse lung tissue (Mahadevan et al. 2005). PAHs have 
also been implicated in the toxicity of human macrophages dependent upon the 
cytochrome-P450 enzymes involved in biotransformation (Grevenynghe et a!. 2004 ). In 
fish, exposure of embryos to PAHs has been shO\vn to cause cardiac dysfunction, edema, 
spinal curvature and reduction of craniofacial structures (lncardona et a!. 2004 ). 
Smoking cigarettes, \vhich contain PAHs including benzo(a)pyrene, is associated with 
reduced risk of endometrial cancer, earlier on-set of menopause, and increased risk of 
osteoporosis (Baron 1984), all signs of the anti-estrogenic activity of AhR ligands. 
Cancer and AhR ligands 
AhR ligands induce a variety of genes through "xenobiotic responsive elements" 
(XREs), some involving biotransformation and protection of cells from toxic insult, 
including CYP1A, CYP1B, glutathione S-transferase, UDP-glucoronosyltransferase, and 
NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO 1) (Tephly et a!. 1989, Autrup 2000, Nebert et 
al. 2000, Nioi and Hayes 2001). CYP1A and CYP1B are phase I biotransformation 
enzymes, where glutathione S-transferase (Nebert et al. 2000) and UDP-
glucoronsyltransferase (Tephly eta!. 1989) are phase II biotransformation enzymes that 
conjugate xenobiotics following phase I biotransformation with polar molecules 
facilitating excretion. NQOl metabolizes quinones, maintains endogenous lipophilic 
antioxidants in their reduced and active form in the cell, and stabilizes the p53 protein 
involved in cell fate decisions (Nioi and Hayes 2001). 
As CYP1A induction increases, xenobiotic metabolism increases along with a 
corTesponding increase in the production of carcinogenic metabolites (Guengerich and 
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Shimada 1998). Induction of CYP1A results not only in the metabolism of xenobiorics, 
but also may generate mutagenic metabolites and active oxygen that could produce toxic 
effects in the organism (Safe 1990). 
The rates at which phase I and phase II biotransformation enzymes catalyze 
reactions affect the potential for formation of DNA adducts in cells. The longer the lag 
between oxidation by phase I enzymes and conjugation of compounds into polar 
molecules by phase II enzymes, the greater the quantity of reactive metabolites and the 
greater the risk of formation of DNA adducts (Autrup 2000). These DNA adducts may 
result in mutation leading to genotoxicity. In the event that the particular gene receiving 
a mutation is involved in the cell cycle, DNA adducts may lead to carcinogenicity. This 
chemical balance is largely individual in nature and may explain why some individuals 
are more susceptible to cancer (Autrup 2000). 
Induction of various genes by the AhR thus presents a complex biochemical 
pathway which, under some circumstances, could result in carcinogenicity and under 
other circumstances, could actually reduce the chance of developing cancer. 
Endocrine Disruption and AhR Ligands 
The CYP1A gene, ultimately responsible for the synthesis of the Cytochrome 
P4501A biotransformation protein, is also involved in the degradation of steroid 
hormones (Vermeulen 1996). Increased steroid hormone metabolism, such as the 
hydroxylation of estradiol, due to the increase in CYP1A induction may also occur, 
causing endocrine disruption (Masaad et al. 2002). The AhR ligand complex may 
compound matters by binding to a XRE (xenobiotic responsive element) that overlaps the 
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estrogen responsive element (ERE) upstream from estrogen-responsive genes (Figure 6). 
This obstructs the estrogen receptor's binding, imerfering with induction by 17~­
estradiol. This explains anti-estrogenic effects of AhR ligands (Masaad et al. 2002). 
Cathepsin-Dis one gene that contains both an ERE and XRE in its promoter 
region. Cathepsin-D is a lysosomal protease enzyme that is sometimes found 
extracellularly and may play a role in metastasis and tumour invasion in estrogen-linked 
cancers (Wang et a!. 2001, Downs et al. 2005,). Down-regulation of transcription of 
cathepsin-D may explain the decreased incidence of estrogen-linked cancers in smokers. 
PAHs in cigarette smoke may actually reduce the transcription of cathepsin-D by 
blocking the ERE upstream of the cathepsin-D gene. 
CYP 1 A as a biomarker of exposure 
For many years, the cytochrome P4501A-oxidase system has been used as a 
biomarker of exposure to AhR ligands such as TCDD, PCBs and PAI-ls. Previous studies 
examined the induction of the aryl-hydrocarbon hydroxylase (AHH) and ethoxyresorufin 
0-deethylase (EROD) enzymatic reactions also carried out by the CYPIA-induced 
protein to determine exposure to AhR ligands (reviewed in van der Oost et a!. 2002). 
In recent years, scientists have attempted to monitor induction of CYP 1 A at the 
transcriptional level. Previous studies have used quantitative competitive reverse 
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (QC-RT-PCR) (Tsai et al. 1996) to monitor 
CYPlA mRNA induction in teleost species including emerald rockcod (Trematomus 
bernacchii, Miller et al. 1999), brown bullhead (Ameirus nebulosus, Ortiz-Delgado 
2002), gilthead seabream (Sparus aurata, Gray et al. 2003), and Atlantic salmon (Rees et 
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al. 2003). Induction of the CYPlA gene. as revealed by QC-RT-PCR. was used as a 
biomarker of exposure in these species. There are. however. several disadvantages of this 
technique, most significantly poor sensitivity due to post-PCR processing of the DNA 
(gel electrophoresis) and determination of concentration through densitometric readings 
and laser scanning or UV light and image analysis software. 
Recent advances in biotechnology now allow molecular biologists to quantify 
mRNA transcripts from tissues using real-time PCR. Real-time PCR has the advantage 
of circumventing post-PCR processing prior to quantification by the use of fluorescent 
probes. Fluorescence upon amplification is detected in tl1e tube itself, requiring no gel 
electrophoresis or scanning to quantify numbers of transcripts. This technique allows for 
the quantification of CYPlA mRNA transcripts directly in realtime. Two recent studies 
quantified CYPlA mRNA using real-time PCR in European flounder (Dixon et al. 2002. 
George et al. 2004) using the SYBR fluorescent dye. Rees and Li (2004) designed a 
Taqman probe specific to a 68 bp amplicon region conserved in CYPlA eDNA across 
salmonids, including brook trout (Salvelinusfontina/is), lake trout (Salvelinus 
namaycush), Atlantic salmon, and rainbow trout. Most recently, Rees et al. (2005) 
developed a technique for gill biopsy in the quantitation of mRNA transcripts in 
salmonids that is non-lethal and produces no apparent sub-lethal effects. Rees' group 
hopes to establish biomonitoring practices in many labs to evaluate streams for the 
preservation of habitat for anadromous fishes without depleting the stock of fish 
reproducing in these streams. 
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Methods and Materials 
Isolation of DNA from Semotilus atromaculatus 
Tissue was collected from Semotilus gilL myotomal muscle. eye. and caudal fin. 
Approximately 25-50 mg of tissue was homogenized in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and 
treated with 500 !J.L of lysis buffer (200 mM NaCl; 20 mM EDTA; 40 mM Tris HCL 
pH= 8.0; 0.5% SDS; and 0.5% ~- mercaptoethanol) and 10 )JL Proteinase K (Gibco-
BRL). The mixture was incubated at 55°C overnight, and then treated with 500 ~1L 5 M 
NaCl, inverted several times, and placed on ice for 15-180 minmes. Tubes were then 
centrifuged at maximum speed for 10 minutes, the supernatant was decanted into separate 
tubes, 800 )lL of 100% ethanol was added to the supernatant, and this mixture was 
centrifuged at -13,000 rpm. Excess liquid was poured off and the DNA pellet was 
washed with 800 !-lL of 70% ethanol. Tubes were allowed to air dry before the pellet was 
resuspended in 150 !-lL TE (10 mM Tris-Cl; pH, usually 7.6 or 8.0 and 1 mM EDTA; pH 
8.0) (modified from Aljanabi 1997). TE preserves the integrity of the DNA for a longer 
period of time than ddH20. The concentration of DNA in each tube was determined by 
spectrophotometry using a GenQuant pro DNNRNA calculator. A26o:A2so values were 
measured using a spectrophotometer. The comparison of absorption values at 260 nm 
versus 280 nm is a good approximation of protein contamination in the DNA, with ratios 
lower than 1. 75 indicating significant presence of protein contamination (Vanden Heuvel 
1998). DNA isolated from gill tissue was used as the template for subsequent PCRs. 
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Design of degenerare primers to ampl(fy partial sequence of CYP JA 
A partial sequence of carp CYP 1 A mRNA and the full sequence of the zebrafish, 
Dania rerio. CYPlA mRNA \vere accessed through GenBank (Benson et al. 2004). C. 
carpio and D. rerio sequences were compared using the BLAST 2 tool (Tatusova and 
Madden 1999) in order to locate conserved regions within the CYP 1 A genes of these two 
organisms that might serve as a potential amplification site on the S. atromaculatus 
CYPIA gene. Conserved regions were identified by visually comparing the sequences 
within the two CYP1A mRNA sequences. One such conserved region was compared to 
the genomic DNA CYP 1 A sequence of Microgradus tom cod to reduce the chance that 
the gene segment to be amplified contained an intron. If an intron \vas present within the 
gene segment to be amplified, we would not know how large the desired amplified 
fragment would be and would not be able to distinguish between the fragment of interest 
and other amplified DNA fragments in the PCR. From two highly conserved regions in 
D. rerio and C. carpio (Figure 4 ), degenerate forward (saFDP) (5 '-
TGGCY AACGTRATCTGYGGGAT-3 ')and reverse (saRDP) (5'- CGTTGATRKCCAS 
GAACTTCTTCATCG-3 ')primers were synthesized (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). These 
primers were designed to obtain a sequence approximately 190 bp in length. 
An optimization reaction was performed over a range of annealing temperatures 
(45-60° C) (modified from VandenHeuvel 1998). One hundred ng S. atromaculatus 
DNA, lX reaction buffer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 3.0 mM MgCh (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA), 0.2 mM dNTP, 0.5 ~M saFDP, 0.5 ~M saRDP, 3 U Taq DNA 
polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and sterile water were combined to a volume of 
25 ~L in a reaction tube. PCR was carried out under these conditions: 1 cycle at 95 oc 
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for 3 min: 30 cycles at 95 °C for 45 s: 45, 46. L 47.9, 50.5, 54.4, 57. L 58.9, or 60 °C for 
30s; 72 oc for 3 min; and 1 cycle of 72 oc for 10 min (modified from VandenHeuvel 
1998). Results were viewed on a 1% UltraPureTM agarose gel (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) 
using Ethidium Bromide (EtBr) staining (Douthard et al. 1972). 
A second PCR reaction was performed over a range of annealing temperatures 
(47.9°C- 57.1 °C) using varying concentrations of MgCb (1.0 mM, 2.0 mM, and 3.0 
mM). One hundred ng S. atromaculatus DNA, 1X reactions buffer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
CA), (3.0, 2.0, or 1.0) mM MgCh, 0.2mM dNTP, 0.5 ~M saFDP, 0.5 ~tM saRDP, 3 U 
Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and sterile water were combined to a 
volume of 25 ~Lin each reaction tube. PCR was can·ied out under these conditions: 1 
cycle at 95 °C for 3 min.; 30 cycles at 95 °C for 45 s; 47.9, 50.5, 54.4, or 57.1 oc for 30s; 
72 oc for 30 s; and 1 cycle of 72 oc for I 0 min (modified from Vanden Heuvel 1998). 
Results were visualized on a 1% UltraPure"~"M agarose gel (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) 
containing EtBr and, later, on a 3% UltraPureTM agarose gel (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) 
containing EtBr, to view further separation of products in the -200 bp region. 
A third set of PCRs were carTied out to amplify the -190 bp fragment under 
optimal conditions for gel purification: 100 ng S. atromaculatus DNA, 1 X reactions 
buffer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 3.0 mM MgCh, 0.2mM dNTP, 0.5 ~M saFDP, 0.5 ~M 
saRDP, 3 U Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and sterile water for each 
of 5 tubes to a volume of 25 ~L. PCR was carried out under these conditions: 1 cycle at 
95 oc for 3 min, 30 cycles at 95 oc for 45 s, 50.5 °C for 30s, 72 °C for 30 s, and 1 cycle 
of 72 °C for 10 min (modified from VandenHeuvel 1998). PCR products from the five 
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reactions under these conditions were pooled for subsequent gel extraction. Reaction 
tubes were pooled and the fragment was purified from the gel. 
TA cloning (described in Figure 2) 
Cloning of the amplified fragment was necessary to integrate the desired 187 bp 
fragment into plasmid DNA which contained primers for automated sequencing to 
determine the identity of bases within the fragment. 120 )..lL of pooled PCR product was 
visualized on a 3% NuSieve® GTG® low melting temperature agarose gel (BioWhittaker 
Molecular Applications, Rockland, ME). The fragment at -190 bp was cut from the gel 
using a scalpel and placed in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. This fragment ,.vas extracted 
from the gel and purified using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) 
according to the manufacturer's protocol. The purified fragment \Vas visualized on a 3 % 
UltraPureTM agarose gel (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). After electrophoresis, fragment 
DNA concentration was visually estimated, using known concentrations from the DNA 
marker. 
The 190 bp fragment was cloned into the pCR®II vector using theTA Cloning® 
Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 10 )..lL ligation reactions were set up as follows: x !J..L 
PCR product, 1 !J..L lOX buffer, 2 !J..L pCR®II vector (25 ng/!J..l), sterile water to a volume 
of 9 !J..l, and l!J..l T4 DNA ligase (4.0 Weiss units). Six ligation reactions were set up: #1, 
containing the ligation reactions components with pCR®II vector but with neither ligase 
nor insert (the 187 bp fragment); #2 containing the vector and ligase, but no insert; #3, 
containing 2 !J..L gel purified fragment DNA ( -1.5 ng/!J..L); #4, containing 61J..L gel 
purified fragment DNA, #5, containing 2 !J..L PCR using fragment DNA as a template, 
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and #6 containing 6 )lL PCR using fragment DNA as a template. This procedure was 
modified from the manufacturer's prowcol. 
DHSa cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were transformed with a plasmid coding 
for ampicillin resistance and a portion of the ~-galactosidase protein (see TA Cloning 
section of the Discussion for the rationale for this procedure). During the ligation 
reaction, the manufacturer's protocol was followed with these modifications: l) the 
transformation was scaled down using 25 ~tL cells and 250 ~L SOC media (20 g bacto-
tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, 0.584 g NaCl, 0.186 g KCl (pH to 7 .0), 10 ml of 2 M Mg ++ 
stock and 10 ml of 2 M glucose per liter), 2) cells were not diluted and -50 ~L 
transformed cells were spread on plates, and 3) plates with LB medium (lOg trypwne, 5 
g yeast extract, 10 g NaCl, 15g agar (pH=7.0) per liter) which contained 40 ~tL of 200 
~g/~L ampicillin added before pouring the plates) were spread with 40 ~L of 40 mg/mL 
X-Gal. 
Following overnight incubation at 37°C, colonies grown from DH5a cells 
transformed with the pCR ®II vector and 187 bp fragments were selected from the plates 
and grown in LB (10 g tryptone, 5 g yeast extract, 10 g NaCl, (pH=7.0) per liter) 
overnight in a shaker at 37°C according to the manufacturer's protocol (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA). 
Plasmid DNA, from both white (expected to contain the 187 bp fragment) and 
blue colonies, was isolated from bacterial cultures using the Wizard® Plus Minipreps 
DNA Purification System according to the manufacturer's protocol (Promega 
Corporation, Madison, WI). Following plasmid DNA isolation, plasmid DNA from each 
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bacterial culture was digested using the restriction enzyme EcoR 1 to verify fragment 
length. 
PCR sequencing of plasmids from white colonies containing the -187 bp 
fragment insert were sequenced using BigDye® Terminator (Applied Biosystems, Foster 
City, CA) and the Ml3 forward or M13 reverse primers according to tl1e manufacturer's 
protocol. Creation of the chromatogram, revealing the nucleotide identities of the 187 bp 
fragment, was carried out by Nucleic Acid Core Services, University of Rochester 
(Rochester, NY). 
Sequencing and phylogenetic analyses 
The sequence of the 187 bp sequence was analyzed for several plasmid DNAs 
from several different colonies of DHSa cells using both the M 13 forward and M 13 
reverse priming sites upstream and downstream from the insert fragment. The reverse 
complement of the anti-sense strand of DNA was determined for those sequencing 
reactions by reading from the M13 reverse priming site. The reverse complements of the 
sequence obtained from sequencing reactions using the M13 reverse primer had the same 
polarity as those sequences obtained from sequencing reactions using the M 13 forward 
primer. The 187 bp sequences obtained from sequencing reactions of plasmids 
containing the desired insert using M 13 forward primer were compared using the 
hierarchical clustering algorithm Multalin (Carpet 1988). The 187 bp sequences obtained 
by determining the reverse complement of the results from sequencing reactions of the 
same plasmid DNA, this time with M13 reverse primer, were also compared to each other 
and those sequences obtained by the Ml3 forward primer. From these alignments, a 
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consensus sequence was obtained from the Multalin algorithm (Corpet 1988) and used in 
subsequent comparisons of homology across species. 
The consensus sequence was then entered into the Basic Local Alignment Search 
Tool (BLAST; Altschul et al. 1990) and compared to other nucleotide sequences in 
GenBank (Benson et al. 2004). BLAST is a program that locates areas of homology 
between a given sequence and those sequences in the GenBank database. BLAST 
heuristically calculates the maximal segment pair (MSP). which is a measure of local 
similarity of any two sequences. A heuristic is a technique designed to solve a problem 
that ignores whether the solution can be proven to be coiTect, but which usually produces 
a good solution or solves a simpler problem that contains or intersects with the solution 
of the more complex problem. If you were to search and compare the sequence obtained 
in this study to all other sequences in GENBANK, this would take a subsumtial period of 
time. The use of a heuristic in this case increases the speed of sequence comparison 
substantially, sacrificing accuracy of the comparison only minimally. For comparison 
between DNA sequences, identities are given a score of +5 and mismatches are assigned 
a score of --4. The maximal segment pair (MSP) is the highest scoring pair of identical 
length segments. As the MSP is maximized for a given pair of sequences, the MSP may 
be of any number of nucleotides in length. The bit score appearing on the BLAST results 
page is the product of the MSP score and the lambda parameter, a statistical parameter 
that acts to establish a scale by which the raw score can be compared to other scores. 
(Pearson 1998). 
P-values are not used in the analysis of a BLAST report due to the abundant 
sequences in the GENBANK database. Expect values (E-values), determined for each 
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MSP, correspond to the probability that a sequence of this score and length would be 
present in the GENBANK database due to chance alone. E-values, therefore, are a good 
statistic for evaluating statistical significance of a homology between two sequences. The 
top ten BLAST hits in GENBANK for the 187 bpS. mromaculatus CYPIA partial 
sequence, all teleost CYPlA eDNA sequences, were aligned along the entire 187 bp 
sequence using the hierarchical clustering algorithm Multalin (Corpet 1988). 
Teleost CYPlA sequences from the BLAST result of the consensus sequence and 
CYP1A1 and CYP1 B 1 sequences from Homo sapiens, Mus musculus (house mouse), and 
Rattus norvegicus (Norwegian rat) were aligned using the global alignment tool 
CLUSTAL W (Thompson eta!. 1994) available on the Worldwide Web. CLUSTAL W 
was used to obtain a guide tree using the Neighbor-Joining Method (Saitou and Nei 
1987). The helper application NJplot (Perriere and Gouy 1996) was used to draw the 
phylogenetic tree from the guide tree output produced by CLUSTAL W. Distances are 
calculated by finding percent identity between sequences, dividing the percent identity by 
100 and subtracting this quotient from 1.0. These evolutionary "distances" are equivalent 
to the proportion of divergence between sequences. By use of an algorithm to minimize 
the distances of the branches within a phylogram using a starlike tree as a starting point, 
an approximation of the true evolutionary tree is created (Saitou and Nei 1987). 
Results 
Isolation of DNA from Semotilus atromaculatus 
The A260:A280 ratio and concentrations for DNA from two eye tissue samples, two 
gill tissue samples, and 4 myotomal muscle tissue samples were measured (Table I). The 
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first gill tissue DNA sample was used for subsequent amplification of the 5. 
atromaculatus CYPlA fragmentdue to its high A:~60 : A280 ratio (1.70) and adequate 
concemrauon. 
Design of degenerate primers to amplify partial sequence(~{ CYP JA 
Comparison of the CYPlA mRNA sequences available through GcnBank for two 
other cyprinids, D. rerio and C. carpio, using the BLAST 2 tool. revealed, upon visual 
examination of the comparison, two relatively highly conserved regions separated by 
approximately 150 nucleotide pairs (Figure 7). Degenerate primers designed to these two 
D. rerio and C. carpio regions were used to amplify a partial CYP 1 A sequence from S. 
atromaculatus DNA. 
Following the initial PCR over a range of annealing temperatures, an -190 bp 
fragment could be observed best on the gel in reactions with annealing temperatures of 
45°, 47.9, 50.5, and 54.4°C (Figure 8). The position of this fragment in the gel was 
consistent with the size of the fragment expected to have amplified using the saFDP and 
saRDP (Figure 8). The greatest amount of product was observed in the reaction using 
annealing temperatures between 45° and 50.5°C, with a maximum at 45°C (Figure 8). 
The product did amplify using an annealing temperature of 54.4°C, but not at a 
concentration that was desirable for cloning the fragment. 
Following the initial PCR to determine appropriate annealing temperatures for 
amplification of the fragment of interest, the MgCh concentration parameter of the PCR 
was altered to determine the salt concentration that would produce the greatest 
concentration of amplified product while minimizing the number and quantity of non-
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specific fragments. The concentration of the desired 187 bp fragment increased with 
increasing MgCb concentration using annealing temperatures from 47.1 °C -54.4°C. 
MgCh concentration of 3mM (Figure 9) amplified the fragment to the greatest 
concentration; however, the abundance of non-specific fragments increased with 
increasing MgCh concentration. 
Upon gel extraction, DNA was visualized on a second gel and the concentration 
was estimated to be 15 ng/fll (Figure 1 0). 
TA cloning 
Plasmid DNA from white colonies did contain an insert approximate 190bp in 
size (Figures 11 and 12). Light blue colonies contained a slightly smaller fragment -150 
bp in size (Figures 11 and 12 ). 
Sequencing and phylogenetic anaf.yses 
Sequences obtained from the various reactions were aligned using the Multalin 
program, and a consensus sequence was determined (Figure 13). One hundred seventy-
eight bases in the fragment showed 2: 90% consensus among the various sequences 
obtained from the plasmids; the remaining 9 bases showed 2: 50% consensus (Figure 13 ). 
The consensus sequence was then compared to other sequences in GENBANK 
using the BLAST tool. The first two hits in the BLAST query corresponded to CYPI A 
mRNA sequences belonging to two members of the Family Cyprinidae: the carp and the 
zebrafish. E-values for C. carpio and D. rerio were 3E-45 and 2E-12, respectively. Bit 
score values for C. carpio and D. rerio were 188 and 79.8 bits. The percent identity of 
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the MSP (maximal segment pair) was 87% for C. carpio and 84% for D. rerio. The top 
30 hits obtained through BLAST belonged to an assortment of other CYP l A sequences 
isolated from teleosts including scup (Stenoromus chrysops. E-value=SE-1 0, bit 
score=71.9, MSP identity=84%), Atlantic tomcod (Microgadus romcod), oyster toadfish 
(Opsanus tau), turbot (Psetta m{uima), and Atlantic salmon (Table 2). 
The top BLAST hits for the S. atromaculatus CYPlA partial sequence were 
aligned using the Multalin global alignment tool. Several regions had >90% homology 
and most others had >50% homology (Figure 14 ). 
Several teleost and mammalian CYP 1 A, CYP l A 1, and CY 1 B 1 genes were 
globally aligned using CLUSTAL W. GENBANK accession numbers and references for 
these sequences can be found in Table 3. The 187 bp sequence shared its greatest 
homology with members of its own taxonomic family, Cyprinidae, specifically C. carpio 
and D. rerio (Table 4, Figure 15). 
Discussion 
Isolation of DNA from Semotilus atromaculatus 
This study took a different approach from previously published studies to sequence a 
gene segment by amplifying a short -200 bp fragment from genomic DNA. The purest 
DNA was desired for PCR to reduce contamination by proteins that could hinder 
amplification of the desired fragment. V ancien Heuvel ( 1998) recommended an A260 : 
A280 ratio in the 1.85-2.0 range for DNA used in PCR. Ratios lower than 1.75 indicate 
significant presence of protein contamination. As gill tissue had the highest measured 
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ratio of 1.7 and a desirable 1.043 ~lg/fll concentration, the decision was made to carry out 
PCR using gill DNA. 
Design of degenerare primers to amplzfy partial sequence (<f CYP 1 A 
This study employed the use of degenerate primers designed from closely related 
species to amplify a fragment of the CYP 1 A gene for cloning and sequencing. 
Degenerate primers are primers that contain mixtures of oligonucleotides or a non-
specific nucleotide capable of binding with more than one other nucleotide (Telenius 
1992). In the past, partial CYP 1 A sequences were obtained using reverse transcript ion 
and PCR amplification with degenerate primers. A CYPIA eDNA sequence from 
reversed transcribed mRNA belonging to the emerald rockcod, Trematomus bernacchi. 
was acquired in this manner (Miller et al. 1999). Although the sequence for the CYP I A 
gene was unknown, design of degenerate primers from other teleost species allowed for 
the amplification of a large segment of the T bernacchi CYP 1 A mRNA sequence. 
Degenerate primers designed from known eDNA sequences of closely related species 
increase the chance for amplification of the gene of interest. 
The more specificity a degenerate primer has for its target sequence, the better 
chance it has to anneal and amplify the fragment of interest (Vanden Heuvel 1998). 
Isolation of a portion of the genomic DNA should be more successful when primers are 
designed from a closely related species. If the degenerate primers are designed from a 
species that has a distant common ancestor with the target species, degenerate primers 
might not be specific enough for the sequence to be amplified without the interference of 
non-specific fragments produced from this set of primers. Since members of the same 
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family share a recent common ancestor, CYPlA eDNA from two species of the family 
Cyprinidae (the minnows), D. rerio and C. carpio, was used to in order to maximize the 
specificity of the degenerate primers for S. atromaculatus CYP 1 A. The CYP l A sequence 
is not known for S. atromaculatus, so degenerate primers were designed from conserved 
regions of a partial CYPl A mRNA sequence of C. carpio and the complete CYP 1 A 
mRNA sequence of D. rerio (Figure 7). Since the sequence was being amplified using 
genomic DNA as a template, the consensus region between C. carpio and D. rerio 
mRNA CYPlA sequences were compared to an Atlantic tomcod genomic DNA CYP l A 
sequence to analyze whether these conserved regions were separated by introns. 
The advantage of using genomic DNA for amplification of the fragment over the 
use of a eDNA template from RNA having undergone reverse transcription is tv·io-fold. 
RNA is not as stable as DNA, requiring special handling of samples and quick, clean 
RNA isolation to prevent degradation of the template. Also, the concentration of CYP I A 
mRNA is variable in sample organisms, depending upon the level of induction. This 
requires a set of range- finding PCRs to determine a proper CYP 1 A mRN A to primer 
ratio, in addition to an extra step to carry out reverse transcription. With PCR using 
genomic DNA, amplification of a small sequence of DNA using degenerate primers can 
be carried out directly, without the costly step of reverse transcription. A disadvantage of 
using genomic DNA is the need to optimize the PCR for both annealing temperature and 
MgCh concentration to enhance signal and minimize the number and signal of 
undesirable fragments amplified by the degenerate primers. Several factors were adjusted 
in the PCR to amplify the fragment of interest (see Methods). 
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One of the objectives of my study was to amplify the fragment of interest and 
minimize non-specific sequences, especially fragments smaller than 190 bp. These 
smaller fragments may ligate preferentially with the vector, a plasmid DNA molecule 
used for insertion of the desired DNA fragment and subsequent u·ansformation of 
bacterial cells, during the ligation step prior to cloning (Sambrook et al. 1989). Increased 
specificity of degenerate primers for the gene of interest may help to eliminate this 
problem. One way to increase specificity is to increase annealing temperature: however, 
by increasing annealing temperature, one decreases the likelihood that the fragment of 
interest will be amplified. With this decrease in specificity, there is a concomitant 
decrease in signal, possibly leaving one with an inadequate quantity of the desired 
fragment. Another method to increase specificity is to alter MgCl2 concentration. MgCl2 
is a co-factor for the Taq polymerase. As MgC\2 concentration increased, signal 
increased and specificity decreased. High MgC)z concentrations produced greater 
concentrations of fragment but also produced greater concentrations of non-specific 
fragments which could lead to contamination during ligation (Vanden Heuvel 1998). The 
extension step at 72°C in the PCR program was reduced to 30 s to decrease the number 
and signal of large non-specific bands at lengths greater than 1000 bp. In this manner, I 
developed a method for amplifying a small portion of a gene from genomic DNA. 
TA cloning 
The T A cloning technique allowed for the direct insertion of PCR product into a 
plasmid vector containing 5'- thymine overhangs. This utilized the Taq polymerase's 
tendency to add an extra adenine nucleotide to the end of each amplification product. 
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Ligation, the enzymatic process by which phosphodiester bonds are created between the 
5' -hydroxyl group and 3' -phosphate group of two fragments of DNA, was then used to 
attach the 187 bp fragment to the linearized plasmid for subsequent cloning. 
The pCR®Il vector was chosen over other vectors for TA cloning for several 
reasons. The pCR®II vector is a linearized vector with a 3'-T- overhangs at either end of 
the vector, allowing for TA cloning (Figure 3). This allows PCR products, with 5'-A-
additions by Taq polymerase at the end of each PCR product, to ligate into the vector 
with increased efficiency over blunt-end cloning (Vanden Heuvel 1998). Sticky-end 
cloning using restriction endonucleases is more efficient (Vanden Heuvel 1998), but 
since the sequence of the fragment of interest was not certain, ligation of the fragment 
into a vector with this method would be difficult, if not impossible. 
One advantage in using the pCR®II vector is its ability to confer both kinamyacin 
and ampicillin resistance to cells (manufacturer's protocol, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 
This feature offers a choice of antibiotic for selection of transformed colonies. In this 
study, ampicillin was used. However, if a more stringent selection criterion were 
required, kinamycin or a combination of both ampicillin and kinamycin in the agar could 
increase the specificity of the selection of colonies. The pCR®II vector contains a lacz 
reporter gene, encoding a functional portion of the ~-galactosidase protein. In the 
presence of the chromogenic substrate X-gal, ~-galactosidase catalyzes the 
decomposition of X-gal resulting in a blue-colored product. The vector is designed for 
the fragment of interest to be inserted within the lacz sequence, disrupting the active site 
of ~-galactosidase, resulting in the inability of the enzyme to decompose the X-gal 
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substrate (Sambrook et al. 1989). In this manner, colonies containing plasmid with insert 
should appear white in color. 
TheTA Cloning Kit cam ions that inserts <200 bp in length may result in light 
blue colonies due to the inability of the fragment to sufficiently interfere \Vith the active 
site of ~-galactosidase. Although colonies transformed with the -187 bp insert were 
white in color, those colonies containing the -170bp insert were light blue, suggesting 
incomplete interference with the reporter gene. 
Sequencing and phylogenetic anal.vses 
Automated sequencing was carried out using sequencing primers specific for 
regions on either side of the fragment insert site conveniently integrated into the pCR®II 
vector. Molecular clock theory predicts that, over time, random mutations are introduced 
into a gene and that organisms sharing a recent ancestry will contain a greater percent 
identity than more distantly related organisms (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965). The 187 
bp sequence shared its greatest homology with members of its own taxonomic family, 
Cyprinidae, and different clones had similar sequences. Analysis of the fragment from 
both directions, using the M 13 forward and reverse primers, enabled a good consensus 
sequence to be determined. 
Phylogenetic analysis, using the Neighbor-Joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) 
of this 187 bp region of teleost CYPlA sequences suggest the most recent common 
ancestors of S. atromaculatus to be D. rerio and C. carpio (Figure 15). Members of the 
Salmonidae and Pleuronectidae families are closely grouped into clades. Aside from D. 
rerio and C. carpio, the creek chub's most recent ancestor, according to analysis of this 
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sequence appears IO be .M. rom cod. a relationship supported by Nelson ( 1984 ). Furtl1er 
analysis of the phylogram reveals a common ancestry between two members of the 
family Pleuronectidae (left-eyed flounders). the European flounder and the marbled 
flounder (Pleuronectes yokohamae), as well as a shared lineage among salmonids: 
rainbow trout, lake trout, brook trout, and Atlantic salmon. CYP 1 A I sequences and 
CYP 1 B 1 sequences from mouse, rat, and humans show greater homology among 
themselves than with any teleost CYP1A sequences. All of these results lend validity to 
the cladistic analysis (Nelson 1984 ). 
Conclusion 
Genomic DNA was isolated from S. atromacularus from various tissues, with gill 
tissue providing for the highest quality DNA for PCR. Degenerate primers designed 
from CYPlA sequences of two closely related cyprinid relatives of the creek chub, C. 
carpio and D. rerio, were used successfully to amplify a partialS. atromacularus CYP1A 
fragment with the polymerase chain reaction using genomic DNA. This fragment was 
cloned and sequenced, revealing the nucleotide identity of a 187 bp region from the 
amplified fragment. 
Following sequencing, the partial sequence was confirmed to be a partial CYP 1 A 
sequence through comparison with other teleost CYPlA sequences using the BLAST and 
CLUSTAL W alignment tools. Phylogenetic comparison of the pmtial CYPlA of S. 
atromaculatus with other species indicates a close evolutionary relationship with C. 
carpio and D. rerio, fellow members of the cyprinid family. E-values of C. carpio and 
D. rerio CYPIA cDNAs from BLAST analysis, along with support from the phylogram 
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created using CLUSTAL W. show significantly that the homology of the 187 bp 
sequence from 5. arromaculatus to these two sequences is not due to chance. There is no 
significant difference in homology between these three sequences, and for this reason. the 
hypothesis that the cloned fragment had significant homology from other closely related 
teleost CYP 1 A genes can be accepted. 
Directions for Future Research 
Obtaining this sequence allows for the future design, development and 
optimization of real-time PCR probes, such as the TaqMan probe, for the quantification 
of mRNA sequences (reviewed in Bustin 2000) in 5. atromaculatus gill tissue. 
Alternatively, LUX primers (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) can be designed for real-time 
PCR mRNA quantification without the use of a probe. If the partial sequence obtained in 
this study is not suitable for design of the aforementioned primers and probes for reasons 
associated with real-time PCR optimization, rapid amplification of eDNA ends (RACE) 
can be performed to obtain the entire CYPlA mRNA sequence of S. atromacularus 
(VandenHeuvel 1998). 
A "housekeeping gene", such as ~-actin (Kreuzer et al. 1999), to control for 
transcription rate differences in samples of S. atromaculatus tissue, must be isolated and 
sequenced for S. atromaculatus. Taqman probes or LUX primers should be designed for 
this sequence as well. This will allow for critical threshold (CT) values for ~-actin to be 
compared to CT values for CYP1A (Kreuzer et al. 1999). In vitro transcription utilizing 
the T7 promoter of the pCRII vector of plasmid DNA containing the 187 bp sequence can 
be used to produce internal standard mRNA containing the site specific for the Taqman 
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probe or LUX primers (VandenHeuvel et al. 1993). Canying out real-time RT-PCR on 
serial dilutions of the internal standard will allow for the plot of a standard curve and the 
subsequent quantification of CYP 1 A mRNA transcripts (Bustin 2000). 
After real-time probes or primers are designed and optimized. an in vivo dosing 
study can be performed, using intra-peritoneal injection to induce CYP l A in individual 
creek chubs with ~-napthoflavone or dioxin, similar to the study done by Rees et al. 
(2003). Different tissues of S. atromaculatus should be excised, preserved with 
RNAlater for subsequent RNA isolation and analysis \vith real-time RT-PCR. Tissues 
can be analyzed for CYP 1 A induction and optimal tissues for biomarker studies can be 
determined. In the past, gill and liver tissue have been used to show CYP 1 A induction in 
salmonids (Rees et al. 2003). Tissues used for biomarker studies should be selected for 
both presence of CYP 1 A induction and ease of tissue excision (in most S. atromaculmus 
samples in this study, the liver was hard to find and too small to provide enough tissue). 
Several potential limitations to the use of this potential biomarker have yet to be 
investigated. S. atromaculatus may have significant upstream and downstream 
movements, but no studies have been conducted. The extent of in-stream movements by 
S. atromaculatus could limit comparisons between adjacent sampling sites. In addition, 
polymorphisms in the CYPlA gene across reproductively isolated populations of S. 
atromaculatus could hinder comparisons between streams. Such polymorphisms have 
been documented in the Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) and Atlantic tomcod 
(reviewed in Wirgin and Waldman 2004) exposed to high doses of AhR agonists over 
extended periods of time in the Hudson River estuary. 
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Quantitation of mRNA using real-time PCR has a broad anay of potential 
applications in ecotoxicology, including screening of streams for AhR ligands, 
identifying point and non-point sources of contamination, and analyzing the efficacy of 
remediation of an environmental waste site. Such an assay surely would be less 
expensive than determining the concentration of a variety of toxic compounds in creek 
chubs, as was performed by the DEC in Tributary 3 of Brockport Creek (NYDEC 2005). 
Successful development ofCYPlA induction analysis with RT-PCR using the creek chub 
offers the opportunity to assess bioavailability of all classes of AhR agonists and 
antagonists in streams from the Atlantic Ocean to the Rocky Mountains. 
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Table 1. Results of DNA isolation from samples of tissue from 5. atromaculatus. 
A2oo:A2so values ranging from 1.75-2.0 indicate pure DNA. Values lower than 1.75 mean 
that protein has contaminated the sample and might a! ter the products of PCR (Vanden 
Heuvel 1998). Concentrations of DNA are important for determining the amount of 
DNA dissolved in TE (10 mM Tris-Cl; pH, usually 7.6 or 8.0 and 1 mM EDTA: pH 8.0) 
that is added to the PCR. 
Sample A260:A280 ratio DNA Concentration (J..lg/J..ll) 
eye tissue #1 1.429 0.749 
eye tissue #2 1.345 0.774 
gill tissue #1 1.7 1.043 
gill tissue #2 1.61 1.093 
myotomal muscle #1 1.667 0.01 
myotomal muscle #2 1.75 0.018 
myotomal muscle #3 1.485 0.147 
myotomal muscle #4 1.597 0.099 
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Table 2. BLAST results of the consensus partial CYPlA sequence from S. 
atromacularus. 
GENBA.NK 
Sequences producing Accession 
significant alignments number Identities (%) Score (bits) E value 
Cyprinus carpio CYP 1 A 
mRNA partial cds AB048939 1641187 (87%) 188 3E-45 
Dania rerio CYPIA mRNA 
complete cds NM 131879 911108 (84%) 79.8 2E-12 
Stenotomus chrysops CYPIA 
mRNA complete cds Ul4162 78/92 (84%) 71.9 SE-10 
Microgradus tomcod CYPlA 
gene complete cds L41917 78/93 (83%) 65.9 3E-08 
Opsanus tau CYPlA mRNA 
complete cds U14161 75/89 (84%) 65.9 3E-08 
Scopthalmus maximus mRNA 
partial cds AJ310694 68/80 (85%) 63.9 l E-07 
Salmo salar CYPlA mRNA 
complete cds AF364076 76/92 (82%) 56 3E-05 
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Table 3. CYP 1 A CYP 1 A 1 and CYP 1 B 1 genes from various species used in the 
CLUSTAL W alignment. Accession numbers and references for these sequences are 
listed as well. Full references can be found using the GENBANK database (Benson 
2004). 
GENBANK 
Species Gene Accession# Reference 
Cyprinus carpio CYP1A AB048939 Itakura et a!. 2000 
Dania rerio CYP1A AF210727 Wang et al. 2004 
Microgradus tomcod CYPlA L41886 Roy et al. 1995 
I,Anguilla anguilla CYPlA AF420258 Mahata et al. 2003 
Sparus aurata CYP1A AF011223 Cousinou et al. 1997 
Lithognathus momyrus CYP1A AF264037 Tom et al. 2002 
Stenotomus chrysops CYPlA u 14162 Morrison et al. 1995 
Scopthalmus maximus CYPlA AJ310694 Craft et al. 2001 
Platichthyes jlesus CYPlA PFL310693 Craft et a!. 200 l 
Pleuronectes yokohamae CYPlA AB120566 Miyasho et al. 2003 
Opsanus tau CYPlA U14161 Morrison et al. 1995 
Oncorhynchus mykiss CYPlA AF015660 Bailey et a!. 2002 
Salvelinus namaycush CYPlA AF539415 Rees et al. 2004 
Salvelinus fontinalis CYPlA AF539414 Rees et al. 2004 
Salmo salar CYPlA AF361643 Rees et al. 2003 
Rattus norvegicus CYPlBl NM_Ol2940 Zheng et al. 2003 
Mus musculus CYPlBl NM_009994 Stoilov et a!. 2004 
Homo sapiens CYPlBl NM_000104 Rodriguez-Melendez et al. 2004 
Rattus norvegicus CYPlAl NM_012540 Monk et al. 2003 
Mus musculus CYPlAl NM_009992 Yim et al. 2004 
Homo sapiens CYPlAl NM_000499 Hefler et al. 2004 
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Table 4. Scientific and common names of species whose CYP 1 A, CYP l A 1 or CYP 1 B I 
were analyzed by the CLUSTAL W global alignment. Percent identity of shared 
nucleotides with the 187 bpS. mromacularus sequence are listed at right. 
Percent 
Species Common Name Gene Identit_y 
Cyprinus carpio Common carp CYPlA 87 
Danio rerio Zebrafish CYPlA 80 
Microgradus tomcod Atlantic tomcod CYPlA 79 
Anguilla anguilla European eel CYPlA 74 
Sparus aurata Gilthead seabream CYPlA 75 
Lithognathus momyrus Striped seabream CYPlA 75 
Stenotomus chrysops Scup CYPlA 76 
Scopthalmus maximus Turbot CYPlA 75 
Platichthyes flesus European flounder CYPlA 72 
Pleuronectes yokohamae Marbled flounder CYPIA 72 
Opsanus tau Oyster toadfish CYPIA 76 
Oncorhynchus mykiss Rainbow trout CYPlA 73 
Salvelinus narnaycush !Lake trout CYPlA 73 
Salve linus fontinalis Brook trout CYPIA 73 
Salmo salar Atlantic salmon CYPIA 73 
Rattus norvegicus Norway rat CYPlBl 55 
Mus musculus House mouse CYPlBl 52 
Homo sapiens Human CYPlBl 57 
Rattus norvegicus Norway rat CYPlAl 62 
Mus musculus House mouse CYPIAl 62 
Homo sapiens Human CYPlAl 65 
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Fiaure 1. .-\ rial ph ro fth fom1er ~ :-. 1 D)nn lor sit nd Tribu tan J's thr" abo' 
ground grn nr in Bro kp n. :\Y (pre ' id db: lh \ d.~Y E ,.-\\ n. Y ). 
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Figure 2. TA cloning method used w insen -190 bp gel- purified PCR fragment into the 
pCRII Vector. TA cloning utilizes the addition or an extra adenine by Taq polymerase to 
the 3 · end of each PCR fragment. The linearized \·ector is designed with 3 · T-ovcrhangs 
that allow for improved ligation efficiency in comparison to blunt-end cloning. 
Diagram 
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Figure 3. 
a Cia. ifi ati n f th ' r k. -huh tmot.lifi 1 from Burk.' _0( 0) : 
Cia 0 . tei hthye -bon) fi:h : bon~ :.. ·al 3 :\, . ' ' im hladt.l 'r" nr lun~. 
ub ·Ia. · A tin pterygii- ray finn ·d fi . h 'S 
Lnfra Ia~ . Teleo~t i- tru b n · fi~h' . 
Superord r O:wri phy. i- \\'ebb ri n 1 paratu~ 
Order priniformes 
Famil prinida - phar ·ngeal t 'th, no tc ' th onja'' s. -+~ spc ·ics in Y 
G nu. Semotilus- nat barbel in grot)\'C above maxilla!") bon' 
pec ies- emotilus otronwcularus (creek chub) 
b) Image of Semotilus otromacu!atus (mad ava ilable through Fl l iB E). otc the 
conspicuous dark spot at the base of the dorsal fin. 
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Figure ~ . AhR m ~_ham m of indu 'li n. Th ~ ligan i-b mnd .-\ hR-. R h 'I 'ndim"r 
bind. to the x nobiori re pon. i\ lem n1 (XR ) in ju -irw Iran. -riplion )fa ,·ari 'I \ l)t' 
differ ntgen . in lud i ncCYPIAl.lh'2. ~n hra ~~ hrom~~r l'inr':o.p)n:ihl'f\)r 
pha e I biotran f rmation of x nobioti , -ompoun h (from li mura 'I al. ~()() _') . 
0::0 ligand (TCDO etc.) 
~tion 
~ 
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Figure 5. The strucwre of PCBs. PCDDs. and PCDFs. These lnlogenatcd aromatic 
hydrocarbons are persistem in the em·ironment. lipophilic in nJlUIT. and bionccumulate in 
organisms. Co-planar PCBs. PCDDs. and PCDFs bind to the AhR with varying 
affinities. eliciting toxic responses. 
PCBs Cl Cl Cl Ct 
Cl Cl Cl 
Ct Cl Cl Cl 
3 3 J 4 · · Tetr achlorobtphenyl 
(Coplanar) 
3. 3'.4. 4 · .5.5' · Hexachlorobiphenyl 
(Coplanar) 
2,2',4,4'.6.6' ·Hexachlorobiphenyl 
(Not coplanar) 
PCDDs 
Ci1fl01f)CI 
CI~O~CI 
2.3. 7 .8·tetra·chlorodlbenzcxlioxtn 
(TCOD) 
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Cl Cl 
Cl Cl 
2 .3.7, 8·\etra·chlorcxlibenzoturan 
(TCOF) 
PCDFs 
Figure 6. Estrogen responsi\'e elemem (ERE) mechanism of action. Estradiol 
penetrates in the cell by passive diffusion and binds to its cognate receptor. The 
hormone-receptor complex binds to a specific sequence. called the estrogen responsive 
element (ERE). on the promoter of genes responsive to estrogens, The binding of this 
complex and of the coactivators network activates the transcription (figure from Massancl 
et al. 2001 ). Research indicates that a xenobiotic responsive clement (XRE) ovcrl:!ps the 
ERE in promoter regions upstream of cathepsin-D and other estrogen-responsive genes 
therebye inhibiting the effects of the estrogen receptor in the presence of ligand bound 
AhR (Krishnan et al. 1995), 
Cytosol KNA l'olymcmse II 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the C. carpio partial CYPlA mRNA sequence and the D. rerio 
complete CYPlA mRNA sequence using BLAST 2 sequences (Tatusova et al. 1999). 
The region used for the design of the forward degenerate primer is highlighted red and 
the region used to design the reverse degenerate primer is highlighted in blue. The 
corresponding amino acid sequence is shown underneath the eDNA sequence of D. rerio. 
The homologous sequences below are contiguous. 
c. carpio: 185 ttcgatcccttccggcacatcgtggtgtctgtggc caacgtgatctg t ggga t atgcttc 244 
II II II I Ill I I I IIII I II II IIIII IIIII III II I I III II Il l 
D. rerio : 651 tttgatccattcagacatatcgtagtatccgtggctaacgtaatctgc gggat ctgtttc 710 
cytochrome P450 1A 189 F D P F R H I V V S V A N V I C G I C F 
c. carpio: 245 ggccggcgctacagccacgacgatgacgagctggtgggtttggtcaatttgagcgacgag 304 
II II II I I I II I I II III II 1111 11 I 1111 Il l 11111 1 1 I ll 
D. rerio: 711 ggacgccggcatagtcatgatgatgatgaactggtgcgactggttaatatgagcgatgag 770 
cytochrome P450 1A 209 G R R H S H D D D E L V R L V N M S D E 
C. carpio: 305 ttcgggaagatcgtaggaagcggcaatcctgcagatttcatccctttcttgcgtatcctg 364 
111111111 1 1111 II IIIII I I IIIII 11 11 1 1 111111111 1111 II I l l 
D. rerio: 771 ttcgggaagatcgtgggcagcggaaaccctgccgatttcatccctttcctgcgcattctg 830 
cytochrome P450 1A 229 F G K I V G S G N P A D F I P F L R I L 
c. carpio 365 cccagcacaacgatgaagaagttcgtggccatcaacgctcgcttcaacaagttgatgaag 424 
II I IIII 1 1111111111111 1 Ill 1111111 1111 111 II II 111 111 
D . rerio : 831 ccgagca cgacgatgaagaagttcctggatatcaacgaacgcttcagtaaattcatgaag 890 
cytochrome P450 1A 249 P S T T M K K F L D I N E R F S K F M K 
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Figure 8. PCR using degenerate primers SAFDP and SARDP over a range of annealing 
temperatures. The arrow designates the -190 bp fragment thought to contain the partial 
CYP1A sequence. Lane 9 contains a 1 kb DNA ladder. 
12 3 4 56 7 8 9 
Annealing Temperature (°C) 45 47.9 50.5 54.4 57.1 60 
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Figure 9. Optimization of [MgCh] for PCR for determining optimal conditions for PCR 
amplification and gel purification of the -190 bp fragment. The arrow designates the 
-190 bp fragment thought to contain the partial CYP1A sequence. The conditions for the 
reaction in Lane 8 were used for subsequent amplification and gel extraction. Although 
lanes 10 and 11 show reactions where more of the fragment was amplified, prevalence of 
non-specific bands precluded the use of these reaction conditions for gel-extraction and 
cloning. Lane 12 contains a 1 kb DNA ladder. 
a) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
b) 
[MgCI2] Annealing Temperature 
Lane mM ec) 
1 1.0 57.1 
2 2.0 57.1 
3 1.0 54.4 
4 2.0 54.4 
5 3.0 54.4 
6 1.0 50.5 
7 2.0 50.5 
8 3.0 50.5 
9 1.0 47.9 
10 2.0 47.9 
11 3.0 47.9 
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Figure 10. Visualization of 187 bp fragment on the gel following gel extraction of the 
PCR product. The concentration of the fragment was estimated visually to be 15 ng/fll. 
Lane 2 contains a 1 kb molecular marker. Lane 4 shows the presence of the fragment, 
indicated by the arrow. 
1 2 3 4 
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Figure 11. Restriction digest of plasmid DNA from selected colonies with EcoRJ (gel 
#1). The arrow designates the desired 190 bp insert plus regions flanking the insert prior 
to the EcoRl restriction sites on the pCRII vector. Lanes 2 and 3 contain plasmid from 
control blue colonies that did not contain the insert, lane 4 contains a plasmid from a light 
blue colony, lanes 5, 6, and 9-11 contain restriction digest of plasmid DNA isolated from 
white colonies. Lanes 1 and 7 contain 1 kb molecular markers. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 
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Figure 12. Restriction digest of plasmid DNA from selected colonies with EcoRJ (gel 
#2). The arrow designates the desired 190 bp insert plus regions flanking the insert 
prior to the EcoRJ restriction sites on the pCRII vector. Lanes 1, 3-5, 7, and 9-11 contain 
restriction digest of plasmid DNA isolated from white colonies. Lanes 2 and 7 contain 
molecular markers. Lane 8 contains a PCR reaction using SAFDP and SARDP and gel 
purified -190 bp fragment as a template. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 
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Figure 13. Results of sequence analysis of isolated plasmid DNA using M13 forward 
and M13 reverse sequencing primers. Reverse complements of the sequences obtained 
from the M13 reverse primer sequencing reactions are aligned with the sequences 
obtained from M13 forward primers. Alignment was carried out by the Multalin program 
(Corpet 1988). 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 1-·--+···--··+----+·----·-----+ •····----+ -···•·---+-··-···+··--+----1 
4f Ol'llal'd GTGGCTAACGTGATCTGCGGGATCTGCTTCGGCCGCCGCTAC66CCRCii!CGAC6ACGRTCT66T6AGTTTGGTGAACCTGIIGC6AC6RGTTC~6AAGATCGTCGGGAGCGGGAIITCCT6CGGRTTTCA 
teverseconplenert GTGGCTAACGTGATCTGC666RTCT6CTTC66CC6CCGCTAC66CCACGAC6AC6AC6ATCT66T6A6TTT66TGAACCTGAGC6ACGRGTTC~GAA6ATCGTCG6GA6CGGGAATCCT6CGGATTTCR 
6f orwardrepeat GTGGCTARCGTGATCTGCGGGATCTGCTTCIIICCGCCGCTAC66CCACGACGAC6ACGATCTGGT6AGTTTGGT6AACCTGIIGCGACGAGTT~GAA6ATCGTCGGGAGCGGGARTCCT6CG6ATTTCA 
6f Ol'llc1t'd 6T6GCTAAC6T6RTCT6C6G6ATCT6TTTCC6CC6CCGCTAC66CCACGAC6AC6AC6ATCTG6T6A6TTT6GTGAACCTGAGC6AC6AGTT~GAAGATC6TCG66AGC66GARTCCT6C66ATTTCA 
7fOI'IIard GTG6CTAAC6T6ATCT6TGG6ATCTGCTTCG6CC6CCGCTAC66CCACGACGAC6ACGATCTGGT6AGTTTG6TGAACCT6AGCGAC6AGTTCG66AA6ATC6TCGG6A6C666AATCCT6C6GATTTCA 
13reverseconplenert 6T66CTAAC6TGATCT6TG66ATCT6CTTCG6CC6CCGCTAC6GCCACGACGAC6AC6ATCTG6TGAGTTT~TGAACCT6AGCGAC6A6TTC66GAAGATCGTCG66R6C666AATCCTGC66ATTTCA 
12f III'IS'd 6T66CTAAC6T6ATCTGTG6GATCT6CTTCN6CCGCCGCTAC6GCCACGACGAC6AC6ATCTG6T6A6TTT~TGAACCT6AGC6AC6A6TTCG6GAA6ATC6TC666A6C666AATCCT6C66ATTTCA 
12reverseconplenent GT66CTAAC6TRATCT6T666ATCT6CTTC66CC6CC6CTAC66CCACGIICGAC6AC6ATCT66T6A6TTT6GTGAACCTGRGC6AC6AGTTC66GAAGATC6TCGGGAGCGGGAATCCT6C66ATTTCA 
13f Ol'llal'd GT66CTAAC6TRATCTGT666ATCTOOTCCIICC6CCGCTAC66CCACii!C6AC6AC6ATCT6GT6AGTTT~TGAACCT6AGC6AC6A6TTCG66AA6ATCGTCG66AGC666AATCCT6C66ATTTCA 
7rvsconp letleltrepeat. GT66CTAAC6T6ATCT6T666ATCTGCTTCGGCC6CC6CTRC66CCACGIIC6AC6AC6RTCTG6T6A6TTT~T6AACCT6AGC6AC6A6TTCG66AA6ATC6TCG66R6C666AATCCT6C66RTTTCA 
lireverseconplenett GTGGCTAACGTGATCTGC666RTCTGCTTC66CCGCCGCTAC66CCACGAC6RC6ACGATCT66T6R6TTT~T6RACCTGAGC6RC6R6TTCG66AR6RTC6TCG66R6C666RATCCT6C66ATTTCA 
5f oruard 6T66CTARC6TRATCT6T666ATCTNTTNCCNCC6CCGCTRC6NIICRCGAC6AC6RCGRTCT66T6R6TTT~T6ARCCTGAiiC6RC6R6TTCG66RAG6TC6TCG6NA6C666RRTCCT6C66ATTTCA 
!ireverseconplenett 6T66CTARC6TRRTCT6T666ATCT6CTTC66CCGCCGCTAC66CCACGAC6AC6ACGATCT66T6A6TTT~T6AACCT6AiiC6AC6A6TTCGGGAAG6TC6TCG6GA6C666AATCCT6C66ATTICA 
7reverseconplenett 6T66CTAAC6T6ATCT6T666ATCT6CTTC66CC6CCGCTAC66CCAC6AC6AC6AC6ATCT66T6AGTTT~TGAACCT6AGCGAC6A6TTCG6GAAGATC6TCGGGA6CG66ARTCCT6C66ATTICA 
Consensus 6T66CTRRC6T gRTCT6t666ATCT6c TTCggCC6CC6CTAC66CCAC6RC6RC6AC6ATCT66T6R6TTT~TGRRCCT6AiiCGRC6A6TTC666AA6a TC6TCG66A6C666AATCCT6C66ATTICA 
131 1.fl 150 160 170 180 189 
1-·---+··-·- •·····-+---+ + ···-1 
4f Ol'llard TCCC6TTCCTGC6CRTCTTTCCCA6T6CATC6AT6AA6RA6TTCCT66C - CATCAAC6 
4reverseconplene~t TCCC6TTCCT6C6CRTCTTTCCCA6T6CATC6AT6AA6RA6TTCCT66C - CATCAACG 
6f oruardrepeat TCCCGTTCCT6CGCATCTTTCCCAGT6CATC6ATGRA6RA6TTCCT66C - CATCAACG 
6f oruard TCCC6TTCCT6CGCATCTTTCCCAGT6CATC6AT6AA6AA6TTCCT66C - CATCAACG 
7foruard TCCCGTTCCT6CGCATCTTTCCCA6TGCATC6ATGAAGRAGTTCCT66R-CATCAAC6 
13reverseconplenett TCCC6TTCCT6C6CATCTTTCCCR6TGCATC6ATGAAGAAGTTCCT6GA-CATCAACG 
12f oruard TCCC6TTCCT6CGCATCTTTCCCRGT6CRTC611TGAAGARGTTCCT66R-CATCAAC6 
12reverseconplenent TCCCGTTCCT6CGCATCTTTCCCRGT6CRTC6ATGAA6RRGTTCCT66R-CATCAAC6 
13f Ol'llard TCCC6TTCCT6C6CRTCTTTCCCR6TGCATC611T6AR6AR6TTCCT66A-CATCRRC6 
7rvsconplenettrepeat TCCC6TTCCT6C6CATCTTTCCCR6T6CATCNATGAR6ARGTTCCN666-CRNCAACG 
6reversetonplenett TCCCGTTCCT6CGCATCTTTCCCA6T6CATC6AT6AAGAA6TTC~6111-CATCAAC6 
5f Ol'llard TCCCGTTCCT6CGCRTCTTTCCCA6T6CATC6ATGAR6AA6TTC6T6GC - CATCAAC6 
5reversetonplenent TCCCGTTCCT6C6CATCTTTCCCRGT6CATC6ATGAR6RAGTTC6TGGC - CATCAAC 
7reverseconplenent TCCC6TTCCT6C6CATCTTTCCCAGT6CATCNAN6RA6AAGTTm GIHICATCAAC6 
Consensus TCCC6TTCCT6CGCATCTTTCCCA6T6CATCgAT6AA6AAGTTCct66. CRTCARC6 
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Figure 14. Alignment of S. atromaculatus partial CYPlA DNA sequence with known 
CYP 1 A sequences from other teleosts with closely related sequences. The first initial 
corresponds to the species ' generic names and those characters following the first letter 
correspond to the trivial names of species. The full scientific and popular names of each 
species occur in Table 2 along with their percent identity comparisons with the S. 
atromaculatus CYP1A sequence and associated GENBANK references. Alignment 
carried out by the Multalin program (Corpet 1988). 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m m ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ 
1--+--+---+----+--+-- I 
Stron«ulatus GT6GCTRRC6TGRTCT6TGGGRTCTGCTTCGGCCGCCGCTRC6GCCOCGRC6RC6RCGRTCTG6T&'IGTT TGGTG 
Ccarpio ClfiCGTCRTGifl~CTGRCGG6RGTTTCGRTCCCTTCC66CRCRTCGT6GT6TCTGT6GCCRRC6TGRTCTGT~GRTHTGCTTC~CC66CGCTHCRGCCOCGRC61ll6RCGHGCTG6T66GTTTGGTC 
hio CTCTGTTRTGIHIGCCGRT~RGCTTTGRTCCRTTCR!iCRTRTCGTHGTHTCCGT6GCTRRCGTHRTCTGCGGGRTCTGTTTCGGICGCC66CRTHGTCRTGRTGRT6RTGifiCTG6TGCGHCTGGTT 
Ita CHGCGTCRT& C6GOCGC6RGCTTTGRCCCCTTCC6CCRTRTCGT6GT6TCCGTCGCCRRC6TGRTCTGTGGC RT6TGCTTCG6CC66CGCTRCGGCCRCGHG&'ICCRGGHGCffiT6RGCC TGGTC 
b CRCCTC6RTGifl~CCRRC~CRGCTTCGRCCC6TTCC6CRRCRTTGT6GTCTCTGTTGCRRRC6TGRTCT6CGGGRT6TGCTTC6GCC!iCGCTRC!iCCRTTRC6RCCR6GHGCTG6TCRGCTTGGTG 
Ssalar CTCCGTCRT66RTGTCH6TGGCRGCTTTGRCCCCTTCC6CCRTRTTGTT GTHTC66T66CCRRCGTCRTCT6TG!iRT6TGCTTCGGCC66C6CTRCRGCCRTGRT6RCCR6GRGCTGTT&'IGCTTGGTG 
Sc/rys"s CRCCGTCRT66RGGCCGRTGGCRGCTTCGRCCCCTTCC6CCRCRTTGTCGTCTCC GTCGCTRRCGT6RTCT6TGGCRT6TGCTTC66CC!iCGCTRC6RCCOCHRCCRCCR66HGCTGCTCifiCTT66TG 
SllaxiiMIS CRCTGTCRTGRR~CCGRC~CRGCTTCGRCCCCTTCC6CTRCRTTGTTGT6TCTGT66CTRRCGTGRTCTGT~RT6TGCTTT~TCGHCGCTRC6RCCOCHRC6RC6R66HGCTGCTCRGCTTGGTG 
Consensus caccgt.catgaaggccgacggcagcttcgaccccttccgccacattgt, gt, tc, GT gGCtRRCGT gRTCTGt66gRT g TGc TT cGGcCG, CGctRcggcCRcgRcgflccRgGIIgCT gg T gagct TGGT g 
m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I I 
SatrOIIaCUlatus RRCCT6RGCGRCGRGTTC666RRGHTCGTCG66RGCG66RRTCCT6C66RTTTCRTCCC6TTCCTGIIDITCTTTCCCRGT6CRTCGRTGRR6RRGTTCCTGGCCATCRAC6 
Ccarpio RRTTTGRGCGRCGRGTTC666RRGHTCGTRG6RAGC66CRRTCCT6CAGRTTTCRTCCCTTTCTTGCGTHTCCTGCCCHGCRCARCGRTGRR6RHGTTC6TGGCCRTCRRC6CTCGCTTCifiCAHGTT6R 
lferio RRTHT6RGCGATGRGTTCGGGRAGHTCGT666CAGCGGHARCCCTGCC6RTTTCRTCCCTTTCCT6IIDITTCTGCC6HGCRC6RCGATGRRGRHGTTCCT~TRTCRRC61f!CGCTTCHGTRifiTTCR 
Ita RRCCTCRC6GOCGRGTTCGGGRR66TGGT66GCRGC66CROCCT6GCTGRCTTCRTCCC6CT6CTGCGCTTCCTGCCCifiC6CCRCCRT6RR~TTCRT66CCRTCRRC61f!CGCTTCRT611CCTTTG 
b RRCCTCRGTGR66RGTTCGGCCR66T~TG66HRCHGGHRRCCTRGCRGRCTTCRTCCCT6TTCTCCGTTTCCTGCCCHGCRC66CGRTGRR&'IIfllffil6H6CRTCRRT6RTCGTTTT6RCRR6TTTG 
Ssalar RRCTT6RGTGRTGRGTTTGGGCR66TGGTGGGCRGCGGCROCCCT6CRGRCTTCRTTCCCRTCCTTCGTTRCCTHCCRifiCC6CRCCRT6RRGR66TTTHT66HTRTCRRTGRCCGTTTCRRC6CCTTTG 
~ RRCCTCRGCGRCGRGTTCGGCCR66T66TGGCCRGCGGTAACCCT6CRGRCTTCA1YCCTHTCCTYCH6TRCCTGCCCHGCACAACRRTGAA6RilllffiHBICATCAAC6RCCGCTTCifiCRC6 TTTG 
SnaxiiiUS RRCCTCRGTGRT61lGTTTGGCCRG6T~T666CRGC6GCROCCCT6CRGRCTTCRTTCCC6TTCTTCRRTTCCTGCCCRGCRCRRCRRTGRRGRil!TTT6TGH6CRTCRRTGCCC6CTTCifiCRRTTTTG 
Consensus RAce TcAgcGRcGRGTT cGGgaAGg T gGT gGgcAgc6GcRAcCct6Ca6Rc TTCRTcCCt, TeeT gCg,ttcc T gCCcRgcacaaCgATGARGRag TT c, TGg,cRTCRRc6a,cgcttcaacaa,tttg 
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Figure 15. Phylogenetic analy~is of CYP l A. CYP l A 1 and CYP 1 B I genes of various 
~pecie~ using the CLUSTAL \V alignment and NJ plot. The bar corresponds to an 
evolutionary distance indicating a 5 ~'lr c! i vergence bet ween sequences. Port ions of the 
tree appear to represent a negative evolutionary distance. These apparent negati\'C: 
evolutionary distances may indicate a reversion of a number of bases hack to the coclc of 
a previous ancestor or may be explained by error in the calculation of evolutionary 
distance using the Neighbor-joining method. 
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